This article presents a description and performance evaluation of an efficient distributed dynamic channels allocation (DDCA) 
nel allocation (SCA) schemes, DCA schemes provide better utilization of the channels at higher traffic loads albeit at the cost of higher acquisition time and some additional control messages. There are mainly two types of DCA schemes, these are: centralized DCA (CDCA) and distributed DCA (DDCA) (Modi 2001) .
In this article, we develop and evaluate the performance of a DDCA scheme that convenes all requirements and constraints imposed by the user, service providers, and technology of CCNs. The scheme is based on the AWC algorithm, which is, in turn, based on a formalism that is widely used for various application problems in DAI, called distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) (Yokoo 2000 , Yokoo 1998 , Yokoo 1994 . In order to minimize the data communication overheads of the AWC algorithm, a token-based mechanism is introduced, in which a token is circulating between a group of collaborative cells passing information about the channels that are allocated or in operation within each cell. In addition, the token controls the channels allocation process by only allowing the cell that hold the token to update its channels. The algorithm is characterized by minimizing: channel acquisition time, number of denied or failed calls, control message complexity, communication overheads, and network interruption.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The following section presents a literature review that summarizes the most recent and related work. An introduction to the DCA techniques and to the minimum interference constraints in CCN are given in the respective following sections. Description of the ACW algorithms is presented, followed by the description of the new proposed DDCA scheme. Definitions of parameters that are used in evaluating the performance of the new scheme are also given. The simulations that were performed and the results obtained are described and discussed in a separate section. Finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future work are pointed-out.
lITerATUre reVIeW
There are a number of techniques have been developed throughout the years to solve the channel allocation problem in CCNs, to make the system highly adaptive to traffic changes, to utilize the available spectrum efficiently, and to allocate channels optimally to the cells within the network. In this section, we review some of the most recent and related work.
Abeysundara (2005) proposed a DCA technique using intelligent agents. Under his implementation, agents only interact with the environment and the network cells. An aspect of self-organization is the reliance on multiple interactions, and the ability of agents to make use of the results of their own actions and the actions of others. The latter is not very apparent in his system; agents make very little use of the actions of others. Yang et. al. (2005) proposed an efficient fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm which achieves high channel utilization. In the proposed algorithm, a cell may borrow a channel even based on some partial channel usage information it receives from some of its neighbours. Moreover, a cell can lend a channel to multiple borrowers (at most three) as long as any two of them are not neighbours. Zhang et. al. (2005) formalized the distributed scheduling problems in distributed wireless sensor networks, in which computation and communication resources are scarce, as DCSPs and distributed constraint optimization problems (DCOPs) and model them as distributed graph coloring. They found that to cope with limited resources and restricted real-time requirement, it is imperative to use distributed algorithms that have low overhead on resource consumption and high-quality anytime performance.
In order to meet these requirements, Zhang et. al. studied two existing DCSP algorithms, distributed stochastic search algorithm (DSA) and distributed breakout algorithm (DBA), for solving DCOPs and the distributed scheduling problems. Their results showed that DSA is superior to DBA when controlled properly, having better or competitive solution quality and significantly lower communication cost than DBA. Bejar et. al. (2005) reported an experimental study of the average-case computational complexity of two early algorithms, ABT and AWC search on an application in distributed sensor networks. They also showed that random effects, both intentional such as random value selection and unintentional such as random delays, have a significant effect on the performance of the algorithms. Finally, they pointed-out that there are big performance differences between solvable and unsolvable instances. Kostic et. al (2001) examined techniques for increasing spectral efficiency of CCNs by using slow frequency hopping (FH) with dynamic frequencyhop (DFH) pattern adaptation. Their analysis and simulations considered the effects of path loss, shadowing, Rayleigh fading, co-channel interference, coherence bandwidth, voice activity, and occupancy. The results indicated that systems using DFH can support substantially more users than systems using RFH. Salmenkaita et. al. (2001) presented a practical DCA scheme for cellular GSM networks that is called a dynamic frequency and channel assignment (DFCA) scheme. They showed that the behaviour of DFCA was satisfactory in very high load situations where the gain remains stable or is even increasing as happened with 50 km/hr mobile speed. In their model, a BS is capable of base band frequency hopping, and can only utilize part of the DFCA frequency band, therefore limiting the freedom of radio channel selection.
Also Salmenkaita et. al. proved that in a typical case the gain of DFCA was reduced in a linear manner as the share of base band hopping BSs increases. Also DFCA can also be used to provide radio channel differentiation based on connection type, and this can be utilized to maximize the network performance when the frequency reuse does not have to be dimensioned from the worst case point of view.
Al-Agha (2000) proposed a multiagent solution for intelligent BSs in wireless networks to verify its feasibility as a main target. He found agents are able to combine knowledge and experience with neighbouring agents to make the best decisions, also he demonstrated that, the intelligent agent approach to introduce the self-adaptive resource allocation feature in mobile networks remains an attractive and formal way of integrating intelligence in BSs. Yubin et. al. (2000) discussed the problem of DCA in CCNs. They developed a simple but useful method to calculate the lower limit of call blocking probability of DCA, this method could be used to compare the performance of SCA with any kinds of DCA schemes easily and clearly. They found that the lower limit of blocking probability of DCA is related to the cluster size N, the lower limit of blocking probability of DCA will decrease if N increases. For example, they proved that in GSM system the application of DCA strategy would greatly improve the overall system capacity, while in CDMA systems in which N is less than 3 the improvement by DCA is not so obvious. Prakash et. al. (1999) presented an efficient DDCA algorithm, which distributes the responsibility for channel allocation among the mobile service stations of the network, and it keeps the involvement of mobile hosts in channel selection to a minimum, thereby conserving the limited energy at their disposal. Also the algorithm keeps the number of handoffs to a minimum as it does not induce any intra cell handoffs.
The algorithm by Prakash et. al. is dynamic and can be easily adjusted to meet changes in the network load distribution by transferring allocated channels from lightly loaded cells to highly loaded cells. The distributed nature of the algorithm and the symmetry of the channel allocation procedure across the entire network make the system scalable. The simplicity of the algorithm makes it easy to implement on a real-life network. The algorithm withstands failures of mobile hosts and mobile service stations without significant degradation in performance. Even when the channel demand is high, a very small fraction of channel requests are dropped.
DcA TechNIQUeS
At it has been shown in the previous section that many channel allocation techniques have been proposed during the last two decades for infrastructure wireless networks to avoid channel interference, utilize efficiently the limited frequencies (bandwidth) available, provide an adequate QoS for the mobile users, reduced the rate of dropped calls, etc.
There other desirable characteristics that satisfactory channel allocation techniques should have, such as: minimum connection set-up time, adaptable to changing load distribution, fault tolerance, scalability, low computation and communication overhead, minimum handoffs, maximum number of calls that can be accepted concurrently, etc.
One of the most widely used channels allocation approach is the DCA. In which no set relationship exists between channels and cells. Instead, channels are part of a pool of resources. Whenever a channel is needed by a cell, the channel is allocated under the constraint that frequency reuse requirements can not be violated.
There are two problems that typically occur with DCA based systems, these are (Zhang 1989 ):
• DCA methods typically have a degree of randomness associated with them, and this leads to the fact that frequency reuse is often not maximized, unlike the case for SCA systems in which cells using the same channel are separated by the minimum reuse distance.
• DCA methods often involve complex algorithms for deciding which available channel is most efficient. These algorithms can be very computationally intensive and may require large computing resources in order to be real-time. However, this problem has been overcome with high increase of the speed of processing systems or using distributed processing.
There are two main types of DCA schemes:
• Centralized DCA (CDCA). The CDCA scheme involves a single controller selecting a channel for each cell. CDCA schemes can theoretically provide the best performance. However, the enormous amount of computation and communication among BSs leads to excessive system latencies and renders CDCA schemes impractical.
• Distributed DCA (DDCA). The DDCA scheme involves a number of controllers scattered across the network. In DDCA, a BS communicates with each other without any central control to find a channel that does not interfere with neighbouring cells.
SIGNAl INTerFereNce IN ccNS
Radio signal interference depends on various parameters, such as cell shape, size, layout, applied modulation, etc. There are two main types of channels interferences in CCNs; these are (Stallings 2005): • Co-channel interference: occurs when two sufficiently close cells use the same channel simultaneously. To reduce this type of interference, channels should be reused simultaneously in cells which are sufficiently far apart so that an acceptable level of interference is maintained.
• Adjacent-channel interference: appears when a signal is deteriorated by interference caused by signals in other radio channels used in the same cell or in one or more other cells. The term "adjacent" originates from interference caused by usage of two channels adjacent in radiospectrum in FDMA.
For classification purposes and depending on the type of interference which may occur between two cells, we distinguish two types of radio neighbours as shown in Figure 1 , these are (Tanenbaum 2003 ):
• The first-order neighbours: are cells in the first-tier around cell A.
• The second-order neighbours: are cells in the second-tier around cell A.
The group of cells that forms first and second tiers around a central cell, which are shown in Figure 1 , is called frequency reuse pattern. Depending on the previous definitions we assume that the usage of channel k in cell A imposes the following constraints to a channel allocation algorithm (Stallings 2005 ):
• Channel k cannot be allocated to other wireless terminals in cell A or in the first and second tiers of cells.
• The two adjacent channels of k cannot be allocated to other wireless terminals in cell A or in the first-tier of cells.
Considering the second constraint, that the adjacent channels of k are not allowed to be used in the first-tier of cells, reduces the total number of channels that can be allotted for each cell (f) to be calculated as:
where K is the total number of channels allotted for the system, N is the reused factor (or number of cells within the pattern). Thus, for a GSM cellular network, since K = 124 and N = 7, then f is approximated to 13.
The AWc AlGOrIThM
The asynchronous weak-commitment (AWC) algorithm was proposed and developed by Makoto Yokoo et. al. in 1995 for solving DCSP (Yokoo 1995) . It is based upon the asynchronous backtracking (ABT) algorithm and inspired by the weak-commitment (WC) algorithm (Yokoo 94) . Two main keys represent the strength of this algorithm; it uses the min-conflict heuristic as a value ordering heuristic to reduce the risk of making bad decisions, and it abandons the partial solution and restarts the search process if there is no consistent value with the partial solution, which means AWC weakly commits to a partial solution that constructed from bad decisions.
In AWC agents asynchronously assign values to their variables and communicate the values to neighbouring agents with shared binary constraints, the priority order is dynamically changed using the communicated priority values. If the current value is not consistent because some constraint with variables of higher priority agents is not satisfied, the agent changes its value so that the value is consistent, and also the value minimizes the number of constraint violations with variables of lower priority agents. But when it cannot find a consistent value, it sends nogood messages to other agents, and increments its priority value. If it has already sent an identical nogood, it will not change its priority value but will wait for the next message.
In the AWC algorithm, all variables have temporal initial values. A consistent partial solution is constructed for a subset of variables, and this partial solution is extended by adding variables one by one until a complete solution is found. When a variable is added to the partial solution, its tentative initial value is revised so that the new value satisfies all the constraints between the variables included in the partial solution, and satisfies as many constraints as possible between variables that are not included in the partial solution, this value ordering heuristic is called the min-conflict heuristic which has a great effect on finding a solution with small number of cycles as possible (Faltings 2005) .
When there exists no value for one variable that satisfies all the constraints between the variables included in the partial solution, this algorithm abandons the whole partial solution, and starts constructing a new partial solution from scratch, using the current value assignment as new tentative initial values. This algorithm records the abandoned partial solutions as new constraints, and avoids creating the same partial solution that has been created and abandoned before. Therefore, the completeness of the algorithm is guaranteed (Yokoo 1998) .
The two main features of the AWC algorithm can be described as follows (Yokoo 1995 ):
• Min-conflict: when selecting a variable value, if there are multiple values consistent with the agent_view, the agent prefers the value that minimizes the number of constraint violations with variables of lower priority agents.
• Weak-commitment: when an agent cannot find a value consistent with the current agent_view, it increases its priority value to be the maximum of neighbours. The mechanism of dynamically changing priority whenever a new nogood created; enables agents weakly commit to the partial solution, which means It abandons the partial solution and restarts the search process if there exists no consistent value with the partial solution. By increasing a priority value in this way, a wrong variable value of a high priority agent can be revised without performing exhaustive search by lower priority agents, which is the main characteristic of the AWC algorithm.
Since agents act concurrently and asynchronously, and no agent has exact information about the partial solution, and also multiple agents may try to restart the search process simultaneously, so that for establishing the priority order and changing the priority values, the following rules will control the process (Yokoo 1998 ):
• For each agent, a nonnegative integer value representing the priority order of the agent is defined; this value is called the priority value.
• The order is defined such that any agent with a larger priority value has higher priority.
• If the priority values of multiple agents are the same, the order is determined by the alphabetical order of the identifiers.
• For each agent, the initial priority value is 0. • If there exists no consistent value for agent X i , the priority value of X i is changed to k +1, where k is the largest priority value of the related agents.
The AWC algorithm works as follows:
• There exist N agents.
• Each agent has to know only the identifiers of an agent with which it must establish a constraint in order to direct the constraint.
• The priority value is initially zero for all agents, but it is dynamically changed during the execution, if two agents have the same priority value the alphabetical order of identifiers will determine who is greater (i.e., X 1 priority is higher than X 2 ).
• Each agent must establish a link from itself to lower priority agents if it has a constraint with.
• Each agent has a set of values from the agents that are connected by incoming links. These values constitute the agent's agent_view which has the same definition as in the ABT algorithm.
• Agents communicate their location values and priority values with constrained agents, by sending ok messages for both lower and higher priority agents, the lower and higher priority agents are called neighbours.
• After that, the agents wait for and respond to messages.
• If an ok message is received by some agent by an incoming link, the evaluating agent adds the message sending agent index, priority, and value to his neighbours, and if the agent who sent the message has a higher priority, then it will be added to the evaluating agent agent_view, and then checks whether its own value assignment is consistent with its agent_view.
• The agent's own assignment is consistent with the agent_view, if all constraints the agent evaluates are true under the value assignments described in the agent_view.
• If an agent's own assignment is not consistent with the agent_view, the agent will try to change the current value so that it will be consistent with its agent_view and also the value minimizes the constraint violations with lower priority agents, and then send ok message to his neighbours.
• If an agent's own assignment is not consistent with the agent_view and the agent is unable to find any consistent value, then a subset of the agent_view, which caused the problem is defined and is called a nogood, after that the agent will check if it has already sent an identical nogood message to this subset, if yes it will not change its priority nor send nogood message but will wait for another messages.
• If the agent has not sent an identical nogood message to the same subset, then the agent will increase it priority value to be the maximum priority value of all agents connected to it by constraints plus one, then it will change the current value to another value that minimizes the constraint violations with lower priority agents, and then send ok message to his neighbours.
• If a nogood message is received by some agent by an outgoing link, the agent will check if its current value is consistent with its agent_view, depending on the result the agent will respond as described before.
• The algorithm will terminates when a solution is found or when there is an empty nogood element set is found, so there is no solution.
The PrOPOSeD DDcA ScheMe
In order to formulate the channel allocation problem in CCNs as DCSP so that can be solved using the AWC algorithm, we assume the following:
• An agent stands for a BS (cell), which is responsible for controlling all phones within the cell.
• Variables stand for the channels allocated for each cell • Constraints stand for the legal usage of the available channels and the legal channel reuse to eliminate any radio interferences.
There are two mechanisms that can used in implementing the ACW algorithm for DCA, these are:
• On-demand mechanism. In this mechanism, each cell collaboratively updates its resources (allocate new channels as needed and as available). Cells instantly and simultaneously exchange information on the allocated frequencies as depicted by the algorithm. It is clear from the description of the ACW algorithm; it involves a huge data communications between cells and may cause a lot of interruption during the network operation. This mechanism is very much similar to the implementation suggested by M. Yokoo et. al (Yokoo 2000 , Yokoo 1998 , Yokoo 1995 .
• Token-base mechanism. In order to practically implement the ACW algorithm efficiently, for DCA in CCNs with minimum communication overheads, minimum system interruption, and not affecting the system operation, a token-based mechanism is introduced. In a token-based mechanism, each pattern (a group of collaborative cells) will have a token that circulates between the cells carrying information about the channels that are currently allocated for each cell. Also, only allows a cell that holds the token to update its resources. So that the data communication is minimized and the process of resource update does not interrupt the network operation. Since, the token is continuously circulating between cells; if possible, a cell updates its resources if it is equal to or less than a certain threshold value. Thus, each cell can update its resources independently and as long as the resource is available. However, in this mechanism, a cell needs to have a mechanism to initiate a resource update, such as when the cell resources below a certain threshold value, otherwise it just bypasses the token to minimize delay. In this work the token-based mechanism is used.
PerFOrMANce MeASUreS
There are a number of parameters that can be used in evaluating the perfor-mance of the new DDCA scheme, such as:
• Number of successfully allocated channels (C a,i ). It is defined as the number of channels that are successfully allocated for the i th cell during network operation, to satisfy specific values and distributions of initial and traffic loads.
• Number of failed channels (C f,i ). It is defined as the number of channels that are failed to be allocated (i.e., calls are dropped), for the i th cell during network operation, to satisfy specific values and distributions of initial and traffic loads.
• Allocation efficiency (E i ). It is
defined as the number of channels that are successfully allocated (C a,i ) divided by the total number of channels that are requested during the simulation period (C t,i ), where
Since, the scheme is usually used to compute these parameters for a number of neighbouring cells; it has been found that it is more indicative to evaluate the performance in terms of the average values of the above parameters over a network of k cells, for a certain period of operation and network environment. The average values of the channels allocated, failed, and the allocation efficiency are referred to as a C , f C , and E, respectively.
Evaluating the performance of the DDCA scheme in terms of the computed average values is very useful. This is because the algorithm may perform well and allocate all channels required by a certain cell, but it may fail to allocate enough channels for another demanding cell. In this article, the effects of a number of networks parameters are investigated, these include:
• Cell traffic load (α) which represents the number of calls arrives to the cell (calls/sec).
• Cell initial load (β) which represents the number of channels that are initially allocated to a cell (channel/cell)
SIMUlATIONS AND reSUlTS
A number of simulations are carried-out to evaluate and analyze the performance of the DDCA scheme and consequently the AWC algorithm in providing a DCA solution in GSM CCNs, which satisfies all constraints within a reasonable processing time and minimum data exchange. These simulations are grouped into two different scenarios as follows:
• Scenario #1. Uniform initial and traffic loads: It simulates a GSM network in suburban or rural areas, where the traffic load is low and uniformally distributed.
• Scenario #2. Uniform initial load and nonuniform traffic load: It simulates a GSM network in an urban downtown area, where the traffic load is centralized in shopping or business districts.
The main difference between these two scenarios is in the traffic requirements, while the infrastructure topology of the network is unchanged, as shown in Figure 2 , and the initial load is always uniform regarding its initial value (number of channels per cell). The total number of cells that are considered is 37 cells, with one central cell encircled by three tiers.
In both scenarios, the duration of calls is modelled as a random variable that varies between 20 and 360 sec with an average value of 180 sec approximately. The arrivals of calls in each cell are modelled as independent and distributed processes with various arrival rates assigned for the neighbouring cells. For the simplicity of analysis, the hand-offs is not considered. The total simulation time is taken to be 1000 cycles, and each cycle is equivalent to 1 sec.
In all simulations, the DDCA scheme begins with a certain initial load (β), where each cell will be allocated a specified number of channels considered as busy channels. Thus, after initialization, if the number of incoming (arrived) calls is more than the normally concluded calls, a new channels need to be allocated. In other words, each cell requests channels for the new coming calls depending on the traffic load. It is important to realize that each channel can accommodate 8 calls, because GSM divides its channels into 8 time slots (TDMA).
Scenario #1. Uniform loads
The first scenario simulates a network with a uniform traffic load (α=0.2 calls/sec) in each cell, and uniform initial loads of β =8 and β =10 channels/cell. This scenario may represent a GSM in a suburban or a rural area that characterized by a uniform initial load, and relatively low and uniform traffic load.
The results obtained for the average values ( a C , f C , and E) and their associated standard deviations (σ a , σ f , and σ e ) are computed using the DDCA scheme and summarized in Table 1 . It demonstrates that the scheme has an excellent performance in a suburban and rural area as it responses positively to almost all requests. It provides an efficiency of 100% (i.e., the number of dropped calls is 0) for all cells when α=0.2 and β=8. However, when β increases to 10 channels/cell, then the number of free channels are reduced, which causes channel allocation failure and in some cells some calls are dropped. For this scenario, when β=8 channels/cell, the scheme succeeds to allocate resources to all incoming calls, and the number of calls that are denied services is zero for all cells. Thus, the scheme achieves an average allocation efficiency of 100% as all arrived calls granted services. When β=10 channels/ cell, the scheme still offers an excellent performance as it provides an average allocation efficiency of 96%. In this scenario, the results obtained show that, when β=10 channels/cell, all cells are allocated the required channels, except cells number 0, 5, 14, and 31.
Scenario #2: Non-Uniform Traffic Load
The second scenario represents a GSM network with a nonuniform traffic load.
It simulates a "hot-spot" in cell 8, in which the traffic load (α) is varied from 0.4 to 1.0 calls/sec in step of 0.2. Each cell around cell 8 (cells 1, 7, 9, 20, 21, and 22) has traffic load of 0.4 calls/sec. The traffic load of all other cells is 0.2 calls/sec. This scenario may represent a GSM in an urban downtown area, where the traffic load is centralized in shopping or business districts. Although, the values of C a,i , C f,i , and E i are computed using our simulator, only the results obtained for a C , f C ,E are presented in Figures 3 to 5 , respectively. Figure 3 shows that as β increases, the average numbers of channels that are successfully allocated are decreased for all values of α. This is because there are a limited number of channels that can be allocated for the demanding cells and the traffic load is very high.
Finally, in Figure 6 , we summarize the values of E i for the hot-spot cell (cell number 8). The results clearly show that the efficiency reaches a very low value when α=1.0 calls/sec (high traffic load or rate of incoming calls) and β=10 channels/cell. This is because the high traffic load, the limited number of channels available, constraints imposed by the network to avoid all forms of interferences, and the constraints imposed on the algorithm for not changing any of the allocated channels. The algorithm only manipulates the currently available channels in the best way to achieve the optimum performance.
cONclUSION
The DDCA scheme presented an excellent performance to allocate and reuse channels efficiently under different network operation environments without violating the co-channel and adjacent channel interference constraints. This is mainly because the AWC algorithm could satisfy cells needs by intelligently allocating and reusing channels. Their results obtained showed that an average allocation efficiency of 100% was achieved when the initial and the traffic loads are low and uniform as in suburban or rural areas, and the average allocation efficiency was reduced to 96% when the initial load is increased by 25% from 8 channels/cell to 10 channels/cell, and the traffic load remains unchanged at 0.2 calls/sec throughout the network. Furthermore, the DDCA scheme presented an excellent performance even at a heavily loaded network operation environment in an urban downtown area, where the traffic load is centralized as in shopping or business districts. The minimum average allocation efficiency achieved was 86% when the initial load at the hot-spot cell reaches 10 channels/cell and the traffic load is 1.0 calls/sec.
The results obtained also showed that the performance of the DDCA scheme was highly affected by the number of unused (free) channels remained after initialization, and the performance decreases as the number of free channels after initialization is decreased.
The following scheme do not consider hand-off that may occur due to nodes movement between cells, therefore, it is important to modify the DDCA scheme to consider hand-offs. It is important to modify the DDCA scheme to consider total channels redistribution if there are many cells asking for more channels and they can not served, due to interference constraints, while there are many unused channels in neighbouring cells. We believe the DDCA scheme could solve this situation by redistribute both the allocated and unused channels in a way that satisfies all cells needs in the system. reFereNceS Abeysundara, G. (2005) . Dynamic cellular channel allocation using intelligent agents. School of Computer Science, University of Catleton. Al-Agha, k. (2000) . Resource management in wireless networks using intelligent agents. International Journal of Network Management, 10(1), 29-39. Bejar, R., Domshlak, C., Fernandez, C., Gomes, C., Krishnamachari, B., Selman, B., & Valls, M. (2005) . Sensor networks
